














Base Camp - 4 Day Kayak With Whales Tour 

Imagine waking one morning to the sound of a 

humpback whale's blow as it swims past your ocean-side 

tent. Later that same day watch in awe as a pod of killer 

whales, also known as orcas, swim past your kayak as a 

bald eagle swoops down to catch a salmon. This can all 

happen on a "Kayak With Whales" base camp kayak tour 

with Kingfisher Wilderness Adventures. 

There is no better place in the world to kayak with both 

killer whales and humpback whales than Johnstone 

Strait off the northeastern corner of Vancouver Island. 

This area is recognized as one of the most predictable 

places in the world to see these great marine mammals 

and Kingfisher's base camps are located right in the 

heart of these wildlife-rich waters on an island covered in 

old growth rainforest. 

Check our website for dates & prices 
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Base Camp - 4 Day Whales and Grizzly Bears Tour 

Seeing a humpback whale lunging through a school of bait fish, a 

grizzly bear foraging on a beach, or a pod of killer whale surfacing 

in unison are often considered once in a lifetime experiences that 

can be seen on Kingfisher Wilderness Adventures' "Whales and 

Grizzly Bears" tour. 

There is no better place in the world to kayak with both killer whales 

and humpback whales than Johnstone Strait off the northeastern 

corner of Vancouver Island. This area is recognized as one of the 

most predictable places in the world to see these great marine 

mammals and Kingfisher's base camps are located right in the 

heart of these wildlife-rich waters on an island covered in old 

growth rainforest. 

On the last day we are picked up by our friends from Sea Wolf 

Adventures for a boat ride to the bear viewing areas. Grizzly bears 

may be found along cliffs and beaches and in estuaries feeding on 

grasses and sedges and flipping rocks at low tide looking for 

inter-tidal life to eat, or in the rivers catching salmon. 

Check our website for dates & prices 
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Base Camp - 4 Day Family Kayak With Whales Tour 

Searching under rocks for crabs, watching humpback whales 

feed on a school of small fish, being surprised as a harbor seal 

pops up right next to their kayak, or skipping rocks with dad are 

all memories children cherish for a lifetime. 

The Family Base Camp kayak tours are designed for families 

with children aged 6 to 14 and are a great way for the whole 

family to better appreciate wildlife and nature. 

There is no better place in the world to kayak with both killer 

whales and humpback whales than Johnstone Strait off the 

northeastern corner of Vancouver Island. This area is 

recognized as one of the most predictable places in the world 

to see these great marine mammals and Kingfisher's base 

camps are located right in the heart of these wildlife-rich waters 

on an island covered in old growth rainforest. 

Check our website for dates & prices 
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